Butterfly Flutter by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 19 inches
Beads and other products needed for one necklace:
6 beads - Milky Sapphire Fire Polished Round Glass Bead - 4mm (FP0303)
7 beads - 6mm Round Fire Polished Czech Glass Bead - Alabaster Pastel Olivine (FP4125)
13 beads - Pink Silk with Bronze Bottom Cut Faceted Drop Czech Glass Bead - 8x6mm (GL5652)
1 - 15x19mm Natural Brass Butterfly Charm By Vintaj (NB0145)
2 - Natural Brass Medallion Filigree by Vintaj - 17.5mm (NB0811)
1 - 20mm Natural Brass Moroccan Tile Pendant by Vintaj (NB0782)
5 inches - 3.5mm Natural Brass Curb Chain by Vintaj (CN5903)
1 - Classic Lobster Claw Clasp by Vintaj - Natural Brass - 12mm (NB0653)
2 - 4mm Natural Brass 21 Gauge Open Jump Ring by Vintaj (NB0202)
1 - 11mm Natural Brass 14 Gauge Roped Open Jump Ring by Vintaj (NB0722)
25 - Eye Pin by Vintaj - 22 gauge - 1.5 inch (NB0176)
1 - Head Pin by Vintaj - Natural Brass - 22 gauge - 2 inch (NB0201)
Tools needed to complete the necklace:
Round nose pliers
Chain Nose Pliers
Wire cutters
Abalone Pearl Vintaj Patina Kit (TL3445)
Paint Brushes
Cup of Water (to clean brushes)
Paper Towel
Soft Cloth or Make up Sponge
Beading Techniques needed to complete the necklace:
Painting Metal with Vintaj Patina
Simple Loop
Opening and Closing a Jump Ring
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Instructions to complete “Butterfly Flutter” necklace:
Step 1
Lay a piece of wax paper or plastic bag onto your work surface and set your chosen item on it (see Painting Metal
with Vintaj Patina Technique).
Step 2
Start with one of the medallion filigrees. Drop a little of the seashell patina onto the wax paper. Brush the patina
onto medallion filigree using short brush strokes. Drop a little of the ocean patina onto the wax paper. Brush the
patina just in the center of the medallion filigree using short brush strokes. Let dry.
Step 3
Repeat Step 2 for the second medallion filigree.
Step 4
In the same fashion as Step 2 paint the Moroccan tile using the seafoam patina in the center when holding the tile
at a diagonal and paint the tips with the ocean patina. Let dry.
Step 5
Paint the wings on the butterfly charm with the seashell patina, paint the body of the butterfly with ocean patina
and then apply a thin layer on the ocean patina to just the tips of the wings. Let dry.
Step 6
Place the 8x6mm pink silk drop glass bead (wide side first) onto one head pin. Using round nose pliers, turn a
simple loop (see Simple Loop Technique) at the open end of the head pin.
Step 7
Attach the loop just made to one of the green corners of the Moroccan tile.
Step 8
Place the 6mm alabaster pastel olivine round glass bead onto one eye pin. Using round nose pliers, turn a simple
loop at the open end of the eye pin.
Step 9
Use the simple loop link just made and attach one end to the loop on the butterfly charm on the top corner of the
Moroccan tile, so the butterfly is layered on top of the Moroccan tile. Connect the other end of the simple loop link
to the 11mm jump ring.
Step 10
Repeat Step 8 once.
Step 11
Use the simple loop link just made attach one end to 11mm jump ring and then connect the other end of the
simple loop link to the medallion filigree.
Step 12
Place the 8x6mm pink silk drop glass bead onto one eye pin. Using round nose pliers, turn a simple loop at the
open end of the eye pin.
Step 13
Use the simple loop link just made attach loop on the narrow end of the bead to the medallion filigree from Step
11 seven spaces from the other simple loop link.
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Step 14
Repeat Step 12 with the following beads. Attach each simple loop link to the bead previous to it.
1 - 4mm milky sapphire round glass bead
1 - 8x6mm pink silk drop glass bead (wide end first)
1 - 6mm alabaster pastel olivine round glass bead
1 - 8x6mm pink silk drop glass bead (near end first)
1 - 4mm milky sapphire round glass bead
1 - 8x6mm pink silk drop glass bead (wide end first)
1 - 6mm alabaster pastel olivine round glass bead
1 - 8x6mm pink silk drop glass bead (near end first)
1 - 4mm milky sapphire round glass bead
1 - 8x6mm pink silk drop glass bead (wide end first)
Step 15
Using wire cutters and cut two pieces of chain that are 2.5 inches.
Step 16
Attach one end of one of the chain from Step 15 to the last simple loop link from Step 14.
Step 17
Open a 4mm jump ring (see Opening and Closing a Jump Ring Technique), and attach the jump ring the loop on
the lobster clasp and to the end of the chain. Close the jump ring.
Step 18
To make the other side of the necklace. Repeat Step 8 and Steps 11-14.
Step 19
Use the second length of chain and attach it to the last simple loop link to one end and attach a 4mm jump ring to
the other end.

For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and
select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry ideas at
FusionBeads.com!
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